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INTERVIEW OF SCOTT KIMBALL
On August 8, 2017, Sgt T Jensen and I traveled to the Sterling Correctional Facility in Sterling Colorado, and conducted an
interview of Scott Kimball. The interview was audio recorded. The following is a summary. For a complete account, please refer to
recording.
Sgt Jensen and I introduced ourselves to Scott. He asked what the purpose was for our visit. Scott was advised of his Miranda
rights, and agreed to speak with us. He was also advised that the interview was being recorded.
We explained to Scott that he was a suspect in the 1998 cold case homicide involving an unidentified female near the Maidenwater
area of Lake Powell. He stated that he knew of that murder from things he had read about it on line.
We explained that we were working on multiple leads and there were several things that were similar to other murders he had
committed. We talked about the knots that were being analyzed, DNA that was being tested at the crime lab, and the children's
play mat. These were all things he had knowledge of from previous interviews.
We talked about the fact he would likely never get out of prison, and what he would have to lose by cooperating with us. We told
him we would consider improving his prison situation, or the possibility of transferring to a different prison if that benefited him.
Initially Scott was somewhat confrontational with us, but eventually became more cooperative. We interviewed him for 2 1/2 hours.
Ultimately, Scott denied any knowledge or involvement with this murder. He stated that his statements from previous interviews, in
which he hinted at having involvement, were all "made up". He stated he did that to try and help himself, and improve his situation.
We discussed several things during the course of the interview. Scott still insisted he had no involvement, and stated that if we had
real evidence, then we should arrest him.
We told Scott we would complete the various analysis, and crime lab testing. We also told him we would come and speak to him
again if necessary. He stated he would contact us if there was anything else he wanted to talk about.
At this time the interview was concluded.
End of report.
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